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A continuing treatise from Jon R. Calvin...
January 21, 2011

The Crystal Sea/See #12
A New Look: Our Personal
Quest for TRANSFIGURATION
Secondary Title:
The Born Again Experience of Jesus.
He was Transfigured on the mountain;
He had to be transformed by Resurrection
on Earth to bring forth a new creation.

Note in a bottle...

Each oxygen breathing human being
is a complete miniature Earth, with
our own auroric cosmos: our own
Spirit body (1st Corinthians 15:24).

Transfigure; The Greek two-syllable word in Strong’s Concordance is # 3339: meta-morphoo,
defined ‘to change into another form, to transfigure, transform.’ And ‘of Christ, his appearance
was changed, i.e. was resplendent [attractive and impressive] with a divine brightness.’ The
preposition (pre-positioned) meta is #3326, a primary preposition denoting ‘to accompany,’
and is from the root #3345: meta schematizo, which translated means ‘the electrical nerve
circuitry.’ The Strong’s editors refer us to the root preposition of meta, which is #4862: sun,
and they further refer us to a more precise, personal and intimate preposition #4894: sunido,
defined as ‘union, together, association, companionship, process, and to see completeness.’
Can you appreciate how it is the Glory of God to “conceal” a truth (Proverbs 25:2)? And are
excited to discover how we are to be transformed?
The story of The Transfiguration (recorded by Matthew, Mark and Luke) reveals a glorious
hidden aspect in the Spirit life of Jesus that was important for His Completeness. And it is
necessary for the Perfection of His Body. WOW! This is BIG! Suddenly I know why I have
been hypnotically drawn to the story of The Transfiguration for a year. Hidden here (hidden
from the flesh-minded world) is this necessary spiritual ‘aurorahic’ cloud insight for the
completion of our individual righteous Tabernacle expression of The Christ Life. Jesus told
John that all righteousness must be fulfilled (Matthew 3:15). We are His Righteousness, and
we must be fulfilled. Our Righteousness is our Soul’s Consciousness of the unified Life of God
in our Soul, and Righteous is How our Father sees us, in Christ.
Listen carefully: God, the Spirit of Light and Life, does not (cannot) see the darkness of man’s
flesh. Flesh is darkness. The Spirit is Light, but the Spirit frequency is dramatically slowed
down as it becomes visible flesh. If you were in a room absolutely ablaze with light, darkness
is not visible.
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Note in a bottle...

According to the original Bible Tabernacle model, which is a model
of our body, each person has a living Soul, which is represented in
the Bible by a Cloud that covered the Tabernacle.

The Tabernacle Model of Our Humanity
Special Bulletin: For us to walk together in this spiritual journey, I need to remind you that
my thoughts concerning our Spirit, Soul, and Body, are always based on the Tabernacle
design that was given to Moses for the nation Israel. After studying and teaching from a
model of the Tabernacle thousands of times in the past 60 years, I have concluded that the
most informative Spiritual information given to Moses was ‘concealed’ in their worship
center. The model I am endeavoring to present in these studies, is different to anything that I
have ever read or heard from our Christian community. I propose that the Tabernacle model
symbolized and illustrated how our bodies are Spiritually empowered. The Spirit part and
the Spiritual Soul part of our humanity are symbolized IN and as a part of The Cloud, which
represented the higher Dimension of Kingdom Government. The same Cloud guided and
protected Israel, and eventually covered the camp of Israel. The same Cloud was connected
to the Tabernacle in The Most Holy Place similar to the way a funnel cloud of a tornado
connects to the earth, and ended above the Mercy Seat between the Cherubim. The Cloud
signified the Presence of another higher Dimensional frequency of thinking. The Cloud that
covered the Tabernacle is the same Cloud Dimension that covered the mountain of Jesus’
Transfiguration, where we and Peter, James, and John are introduced to a higher level of
Spiritual Consciousness. A natural tornado cloud causes destruction by creating a vacuum
and dislodging things on earth. Can you imagine that the tornado Cloud of God’s Dimension
works in reverse to introduce and deliver to believing Souls the gifts and calling of God.
In our previous studies of The Transfiguration, I have proposed that our Soul is Spiritual
and is located in the ‘Old Testament Cloud symbol’ as our ‘aurorah,’ and is connected
to our physical flesh body by ‘the silver cord.’ The Bible uses silver as a coded symbol of
Redemption. Spiritually, our Soul is our Consciousness of the Life Presence of God.
The Soul is Who we are spiritually. Spiritual Consciousness must be distinguished from the
brain’s mental consciousness, which is ruled by the five senses. Again, I emphasize that our
Heavenly Father only knows us, in Christ, as the life giving Soul. When we know our self
as the reproductive feminine SOUL, the knowing (epi-knosis) will be to the saving of the
soul. “... Receive with meekness the engrafted word, which is able to save your souls”
(James 1:21). The Soul of man is already saved in Heaven; but ultimately it must be allowed
to manifest saving life on earth.
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According to Romans 8, the Kingdom of God must COME IN our Earth before the end of
man’s assignment, when the Kingdom WILL COME ON the Earth. (With proper conditions, in
like manner doesn’t the life hidden within a seed transform its own outward appearance?)
It is ordained as a required course to study, to show YOURSELF that you are Soul;
and that in marriage Oneness with Christ as feminine Soul, you are already Spiritually
Approved of God the Father. That being True from the beginning; we must also personally
be approved in our own eyes, before WE can come to Completion or Perfection. “Be ye
therefore perfect” is what the entire Creation is waiting to hear. This is an ascended Portal
view into the Secrets of the Most Holy Place. It is a Secret to the natural mind. The Spiritual
Secret is that of the ‘connecting’ Cloud, the unifying aspect, of the Holiest Place in Moses
Tabernacle. Fasten your seat belt! This could get turbulent for the natural mind: The inner
‘Cloud’ (that resides between the Cherubim above the Mercy Seat) is the point of union (the
spiritual connecting point) to the greater, outer Dimensional ‘Cloud’ that overshadowed the
entire camp of Israel.
Note in a bottle...

Fore-give and it will be forgiven unto you.
This was the Spirit’s Word last Mother’s Day to our daughter Pam.
She was shown that our Heavenly Father’s nature is to fore-give.

In ‘the Parable’ or hidden aspect of the message, The Cloud symbolized another Dimension. I
admit that I didn’t “get it” for over 60 years. Originally, the salvation message was to the
nation Israel; but when Jesus came, He revealed that the salvation message was actually
personal and individualized it. Ask The Holy Spirit Teacher, He will show it to you. The Power
of the Messiah’s FORGIVENESS becomes The Portal, opening the Door into another high
frequency Consciousness. This is a key to our two identities of flesh and Spirit. We are revealing
things that can only be understood by those who understand, as it was required of Elisha, that
there is another Dimension; it is ‘spiritual’ and of a higher or faster frequency. Fore-giveness
(forgiving before an event) is the required password into God’s Kingdom economy.
Through our investigative ‘knot hole,’ we have step-by-step reported our findings of the most
fascinating ‘trance’ experience of Jesus’ selected witnesses: Peter, James and John. This most
unusual ‘high mountain’ human experience happens in the high mountain of our fore-brain
(frontal lobe). Our Creator Father gave us a higher frequency fore-brain so that we could
reason together with Him. Understanding the function of the frontal lobe fore-brain reveals
to us the mystery of the Kingdom of Heaven in the Christ Mind. This Spiritual Dimension is
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hidden from the natural sensual consciousness, but is being revealed in the place where the
mysterious Soul Consciousness is unified in our own brain. It is in the higher frequency of the
frontal lobe fore-brain where the Logos Christ Word is made flesh.
To summarize our previous Transfiguration studies: Beginning with the account of Enoch,
we are introduced to another Dimension (an invisible Spiritual Dimension, outside of man’s
mental consciousness), but connected to man. Enoch and his ten thousand followers were
translated into that higher frequency Dimension and became an army of Righteous Witnesses
in Heaven.
The oldest book in our Bible, the Book of Job, introduces the Land of Uz (or maybe Oz); and
reveals a Dimension, where the Sons of God and the Morning Stars of God gathered. The Book
of Job also opens an insight into the supernatural Power of Forgiveness; “when he prayed for
his friends: also the LORD gave Job twice as much as he had before” (Job 42:10).
I look forward to sharing what the Spirit has been showing me about the importance of being
our Spirit True Self. Until next time... Polly and I, and Dianne appreciate your encouraging
phone calls and written words. We need you.
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